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MOFII Sweet 2.4G Wireless Keyboard + Mouse Set (White and Beige)
Looking  for  a  versatile  keyboard  and  mouse  set  that  will  do  the  job  for  your  daily  computer  work?  MOFII  Sweet  is  just  for  you!  The
wireless design of the devices supports the comfort of use, and the modern design will emphasize the visual qualities of your desk. The
keyboard offers a standard layout of 104 keys, and the mouse features a 3-level DPI range.
 
Functional keyboard
Featuring a  104-key layout  (life  span of  up  to  8  million  clicks),  the  keyboard stands  out  for  its  high functionality.  Membrane switches
provide effortless,  pleasant  operation -  they are distinguished by the required pressing force of  about  60 gf.  What's  more,  the device
offers 13 function keys, thanks to which you will take control of multimedia, web browser or email.
 
Optical mouse
The MOFII Sweet mouse uses a sensitive optical sensor to make your cursor movements extremely precise. The device provides 3 levels
of DPI adjustment - 800, 1200 or 1600, and has 4 buttons with a lifespan of up to 3 million clicks.
 
Wireless design
Do you have limited desk space or  are tired of  tangled cables? Both devices connect  to  your  computer  wirelessly  -  in  the 2.4G band,
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using just one USB receiver. This guarantees a stable, constant connection and fast response time. By betting on the MOFII Sweet set,
you choose a combination of functionality and convenience.
 
Modern design
Give your computer workstation a modern, sophisticated style. The round keys of the keyboard look great, also supporting the comfort of
use. The ergonomic design of the mouse also puts a premium on visual appeal, fitting perfectly into the set. What's more, both devices
support the Plug & Play system, which means they don't need additional software to start working.
 
Included:
Keyboard
Mouse
USB receiver
User manual
Manufacturer
MOFII
Model
Sweet
Keyboard type
Membrane
Connection
Wireless
Interface
2,4 G
Range
6~10 m
Mouse resolution
800 / 1200 / 1600 DPI
Keyboard dimensions
444.34 x 133 x 38.1 mm
Mouse dimensions
101.2 x 75 x 33.6 mm
Number of keyboard keys
104
Number of mouse buttons
4
Keyboard key life
8,000,000 clicks
Life span of mouse buttons
3,000,000 clicks
Keyboard power supply
1 x AA battery (alkaline)
Mouse power supply
1 x AA battery (alkaline)
Compatibility
Windows 2000 / XP / ME / VISTA / 7 / 8 / 10
Color
White and beige
Other
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13 function keys (keyboard), 3 sleep modes, plug&play

Preço:

€ 21.50

Acessórios para computadores, Mouse, Keyboards
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